ABSTRACT
Logic coverage criteria have been studied intensively both in theory and practice. Testing with a high coverage of logic expressions always implies a high probability of detecting faults. In the past decade, may testing criteria have been proposed for software characterized by complex logical decisions, such as those in safety-critical software [1] , [2] , [3] . In such cases, it is imperative that the logical decisions be adequately tested for the occurrence of plausible faults. In recent years, more sophisticated coverage criteria have been advocated, like BOR (Boolean Operator Testing Strategy),BMIS(Basic Meaningful Impact Strategy),modified condition/decision coverage (MC/DC) [1] , [2] , [4] and the MUMCUT criteria [5] .Compliance of the MC/DC criterion has been mandated by Federal Aviation Administration for the approval of airborne software. MC/DC was ''developed to address the concerns of testing Boolean expressions and can be used to guide the selection of test cases at all levels of specification, from initial requirements to source code'' [1] . While MC/DC is effective in fault detection, it also consumes a great deal of testing resources [2] , [6] . MUMCUT strategy is to generate test cases that can guarantee detection of seven types of single faults provided that the original expression is in irredundant disjunctive normal form (IDNF) [6] . In this strategy, there is no restriction on the number and occurrence of variables in the given Boolean expressions.Minimal-MUMCUT [7] that improves the MUMCUT strategy by considering the feasibility problem of the three testing constituents of the MUMCUT strategy. It reduces the test suite size as compared to MUMCUT without compromising any fault detection capability. Thus, the extra tests required by the MUMCUT criterion are of little, if any, value based on the theoretical and empirical studies conducted [7] .In this study test cases generated by Minimal-MUMCUT and MUMCUT strategies have been used. The efficiency is measured by Performance Index (PI) using test cases generated by both strategies and comparison has been done between them.
Preliminary and Previous Work
This section covers the basics of previous work, to introduce the notation and terminologies to be used in this paper, as well as the main ideas that motivated this work. Section 2.1 presents MUMCUT strategy and Section 2.2 presents Minimal MUMCUT strategy for generating test cases from logical expressions. A well-known metric Performance Index (PI) for evaluating the efficiency of prioritized test cases is outlined in Section 2.3. In Section 2.4, seven different types of single faults generated from irredundant disjunctive normal form (IDNF) of original expression and hierarchy of fault classes supported by Minimal-MUMCUT test cases for specification-based testing is presented.
MUMCUT Strategy
Chen [8] proposed three test case selection strategies for generating test cases from Boolean expressions.
Multiple Unique True Point (MUTP):
The MUTP strategy selects enough test points from UTP ୧ (S) so that all possible truth values (0 and 1) of every literal not occurring in the ݅ ௧ term are covered for every ݅. 
Minimal MUMCUT Strategy
The amalgamation of MUTP, MNFP and CUTPNFP strategies is referred to as the MUMCUT strategy [6] . According to Minimal-MUMCUT, if MUTP criterion is infeasible, then prioritized test set will be MUTP (U) test cases followed by overlapping NFPs. Overlapping NFPs is a set covering combinatorial optimize test cases. 
MUTP criterion is infeasible: Test Set = MUTP + NFP
If CUTPNFP criterion is infeasible then prioritized test set will be MUTP test cases followed by CUTPNFP. For example: (a&b)|(b&!c)|(!b&c) CUTPNFP criterion is infeasible for this Boolean expression. CUTPNFPs test cases for above Boolean expression are 111,011,100,010,000,001. CUTPNFP criterion is infeasible: Test Set = MUTP+CUTPNFP If a MUTP criterion is feasible then prioritized test set will be MUTP (U) test cases followed by CUTPNFP(C) followed by MNFP (N) test cases. MUTP feasible: Test Set =MUTP+PCUTPNFP+MNFP
Performance Index
The performance of the prioritization technique used is known as effectiveness. It is necessary to assess effectiveness of the ordering of the test suite. Since APFD (Average Percentage of Faults Detected) denotes the global optimum of fault detection, that is, fault detection rate. This section measures the local optimum of fault detection, which means the cost to find more faults as more test cases are executed. [8] , [9] To demonstrate the efficiency of a coverage criterion, we combine the effectiveness with the effort required in testing. To quantify this, we use a metric called performance index (PI T ) of a minimal test suite T which is defined as:
PI T = Number of faults revealed by test suite T/ Size of the minimal test suite T
Here PI T essentially reflects the average cost of finding a defect (i.e., the efficiency) using a test criterion in terms of number of test cases required. A high PI score implies a low cost for finding faults and high efficiency. A threshold can be set for the performance index. For example threshold is 1. If the number of faults detected and the number of faults increase at the same rate, PI will always be 1. If CI is greater than 1, means the technique is efficient at detecting faults, because detecting more faults requires fewer tests.
Faults in Logical Expressions
A faulty implementation is referred to as single-fault expression if (1) it differs from the original expression by one syntactic change; and (2) it is not equivalent to the original expression. Fault generation is handled by a series of complex string manipulations on JAVA Eclipse using JAVA Collection Frameworks. The general methodology of generating faults starts with the expression, which is just an infix string at this point, being passed through a tokenizer. The tokens then are searched for the one that will have the fault inserted before or after.This study considers the following classes of simple faults for logical decisions. A decision S in n variables can always be written in disjunctive normal form (DNF) as a sum of product [8] . S= + + 
Proposed Work
This section describes calculation of performance index metric for benchmark Boolean expressions. For example consider Boolean expression (a&b&c)| (d&e). Table shows the test cases have been generated by MUMCUT and Minimal MUMCUT strategies for Boolean expression (a&b&c)| (d&e) on JAVA Eclipse using JAVA Collection Frameworks. The total number test cases generated by MUMCUT strategy is 14 whereas total number of test cases generated by Minimal MUMCUT is 7. T1  11101  T1  11101  T2  11110  T2  11110  T3  00111  T3  00111  T4  11011  T4  11011  T5  01100  T5  01101  T6  10100  T6  11010  T7  11000  T7  10110  T8  00001  T9  00010  T10  01101  T11  01110  T12  10101  T13  10110  T14  11001 Table shows all the faulty expressions of the original Boolean expression (a&b&c)| (d&e) with fault detection using test cases generated by Minimal MUMCUT strategy. 
Some of the calculations for gaining expected values are given in Table 4 for Boolean expression (a&b&c) | (d&e). Table 4 shows the values of original expression when all the 7 test cases are applied on the original expression and on the faulty expressions which are generated by Operator Negation Fault. If the value of faulty expression is as same as the value of original expression that means fault is not detected and if the value of faulty expression is not same as the value of original expression that means fault is detected.
Experiments and Results
In Section 4 Boolean expression (a&b&c)| (d&e) generated total 44 faulty expressions and all faults have been detected using 7 test cases generated using Minimal MUMCUT strategy. In this paper performance analysis of test suite generated from Minimal MUMCUT and MUMCUT strategies have been test suite generated from Minimal MUMCUT is computed Minimal MUMCUT identified testing distinct Boolean functions with n trategy are mostly lesser that calculated e not feasible for of test cases generated by Minimal MUMCUT yields higher Performance index value which was introduced to evaluate the test is removed from a Minimal- 
